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**A B S T R A C T**

The purpose of this work is to establish of the bound oxygen effect on the phase composition of the Semi-Insulating Polycrystalline Oxygen-doped Silicon (SIPOS) films by means of three independent methods: X-ray diffraction (XRD), Ultrasoft X-ray Emission Spectroscopy (USXES) and Raman spectroscopy, also on their electrophysical properties, depending on the relative oxygen content in the gas mixture flow (γ=N\textsubscript{2}O/SiH\textsubscript{4}) of the plasma reactor during the chemical vapor deposition of submicron SIPOS layers on monocrystalline silicon wafers.

The increase in the oxygen content in SIPOS layers from γ=0 to maximum at γ=0.15 leads to the reduction of Si nanocrystals size from ~75 nm to 2–5 nm, submerged in amorphous matrix.

Oxygen is contained in the bound form of silicon-oxygen clusters SiOSi\textsubscript{2} type in the amorphous silicon matrix without SiO\textsubscript{2} formation. These nonlinear qualitative and quantitative changes in the atomic structure of the SIPOS layers under the influence of bound oxygen increase not only the resistivity of the films by two orders of magnitude but also the activation energy of conductivity in comparison with silicon at the temperatures above room temperature.

1. Introduction

Semi-Insulating Polycrystalline Oxygen-doped Silicon (SIPOS) films allow one to significantly increase the breakdown voltage of discrete high-voltage devices [1,2] by reducing the effect of charge accumulation caused by injection of the hot current carriers into dielectric layer. The resistivity of these films strongly depends on the oxygen content and increases from 2-10\textsuperscript{8} Ohm cm (in the films without oxygen) to ~10\textsuperscript{10} Ohm cm (with the oxygen content of about 30 at.%) [3–8]. At the same time, the changes in the activation energy of conductivity are also observed [3–8]. In the works of different authors its values vary considerably under close oxygen concentrations. As our later research showed [9], the adding of oxygen during the growth of SIPOS films leads to the appearance of amorphous silicon phase (α-Si) and amorphous non-stoichiometric silicon oxide phase (α-SiO\textsubscript{x}, where x can vary from 0.5 to 2) in their composition. As the oxygen concentration increases, so does the content of amorphous α-Si and α-SiO\textsubscript{x} phases. With the oxygen content in the SIPOS film is about 15 at.\%, it consists mainly of the amorphous phases, the presence of which is difficult to analyze by means of diffraction methods. That leads to the existence of significantly different models of the structure of SIPOS composite films [4–7].

The purpose of this work is to determine the effect of bound oxygen on the phase composition of SIPOS films by means of three independent methods as well as on their electrophysical properties, depending on the relative oxygen content in the gas mixture within the interval for γ=N\textsubscript{2}O/SiH\textsubscript{4}=0–0.15 in plasma reactor during gas-phase deposition of submicron SIPOS layers on single-crystal silicon wafers.
2. Experiment

SIPOS films were obtained by means of the standard technique of low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LP CVD) of SiH₄ silane (SiH₄ flow rate 8 l/h) with the addition of N₂O as an oxygen source at P = 20 Pa and temperature of 625 °C. The proportion of nitrous oxide in gas mixture SiH₄+N₂O varied within γ=N₂O/SiH₄=0–0.15. The thickness of SIPOS films was of ~300 nm. The films were deposited on the oxidized Si(100) and Si(111) substrates with thermal oxide SiO₂ film thickness of ~100 nm. To perform electrical measurements, the groups of aluminum contacts of various sizes were deposited on SIPOS films.

The SIPOS films resistance and resistivity were calculated from the Current-Voltage characteristics. Measurements of Current-Voltage (I–V) characteristics were realized in the planar geometry of a sample and to the couple of aluminum contacts DC voltage were applied. Since the external load was rather large, the source worked in the voltage generator mode and the output voltage was monitored by digital voltmeter. The magnitude of the current in the circuit across the source and the film was measured with a KEITLEY-427 picoampermeter.

A study of the phase composition of SIPOS films was performed by means of three independent methods:

1. X-ray diffraction method with a PANalytical Empyrean B.V. diffractometer employing monochromatic Cu Kα₁ radiation and using the ICDD PDF-2 database [10];
2. Ultrasoft X-ray Emission Spectroscopy (USSES) by recording the emission Si L₂,₃ spectra, representing the density of states distribution in the valence band of silicon. Simulation of the experimental Si L₂,₃ spectra using reference spectra makes it possible to determine the contribution of amorphous, crystalline, and oxide/suboxide silicon phases [9].
3. Raman spectroscopy was also effectively used to analyze the ratio between nanocrystalline and amorphous silicon phases with a variable oxygen content in the films [11]. Raman spectra were obtained with Raman Microscope RamMics M532 EnSpectr in the range of 350–3650 cm⁻¹ using laser with the wavelength of 532 nm and radiation power of 30 mW.

3. Results

3.1. X-ray diffraction investigations

Fig. 1 shows the diffraction patterns of SIPOS films obtained at the different values of technological parameter in the interval for γ = 0–0.15, affecting oxygen content in the deposited layer. In the same figure the diffraction pattern of polycrystalline silicon powder (Poly-Si) is shown as a reference. The results presented in Fig. 1 show that in SIPOS layer obtained at technological parameter value γ = 0 (in the absence of nitrous oxide in the gas mixture) the Si(111), Si(220) and Si(311) reflections are observed, but their intensity decreases rapidly with the growth of γ. As it is shown in XRD patterns (Fig. 1-a), the reflections of silicon in SIPOS (γ = 0) film are broadened in comparison with polycrystalline silicon powder. Next the reflection peaks of Si(220) from all of the films with different values γ were obtained with a higher exposure (Fig. 1-b). Fig. 1-b shows that an increase of γ (i.e. an increase of the oxygen content in the SIPOS films) leads to a decrease of the intensity in the Si(220) reflection and an increase in its width. Reducing in the intensity of silicon reflections indicates a decrease in the content of the crystalline phase of silicon in the film. The apparent increase in the width of the reflexes may be due to a decrease in the average size of the crystallites. Also Fig. 1-b shows the results of approximation (solid lines) of the experimental curves (points) of reflections Si(220) by Gaussians (dashed lines), and that made it possible to determine the widths of the reflections and estimate the average Si crystals size D using the Debye-Scherrer formula:

\[ D = \frac{\lambda}{\beta \cos \theta} \]

where \( \beta = \sqrt{B^2 - b^2} \), B is the half-width of the reflection curve of the sample, b is the half-width of the reference curve of the Poly-Si powder, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of Cu Kα₁ radiation (1.5406 Å) and \( \theta \) is the diffraction angle for the Si(220) reflection.

It should be noted that the optimal approximation of the experimental reflection curves (γ = 0–0.1) is obtained using two Gaussians and only one Gaussian is enough at γ = 0.15 due to the high noise level. As a result, for three samples (γ = 0.05 and 0.1) two different values of nanocrystal sizes were obtained as can be seen in the diffraction pattern (Fig. 1-b). Based on the above XRD data, as the oxygen content in the film increases from γ = 0 to γ = 0.15, the size of nanocrystals decreases from ~75 nm to ~10 nm.
3.2. Ultrasoft X-ray emission Si $L_{2,3}$ spectra of SIPOS films

Ultrasoft X-ray emission Si $L_{2,3}$ spectra are very sensitive to the local environment of atoms, the lengths and angles of the chemical bond [9]. X-ray emission Si $L_{2,3}$ band of crystalline silicon $c$-Si (top curve in Fig. 2) has two characteristic maxima at 89.5 and 92 eV, corresponding to the density of states distribution in two low-energy silicon valence sub-bands: $s$-symmetry (first sub-band) and $s$p- (second sub-band). The high-energy part of crystalline silicon valence band is formed by contribution of $s$-states to the two top valence $p$-sub-bands (third and fourth). In the Si $L_{2,3}$ spectrum of amorphous silicon (Fig. 2) large changes are observed, resulting from disorder in the lengths and bond angles, disturbances in the coordination number. These changes are showed in a smearing of the density of states in the valence band of $c$-Si and smoothing all features of the fine structure as compared to the spectrum of crystalline silicon $c$-Si (Fig. 2). During formation of silicon-oxide chemical bonds a gradual shift of the main maximum of Si $L_{2,3}$ spectra from the energy value of 89.5 eV (for SiO$_{0.47}$ suboxide) to 94.5 eV (for SiO$_2$) is observed where $O$ $2p$-binding orbital of oxygen is located [9]. Moreover, a part of silicon $s$-states density is just in the energy range of $O$ $2s$-orbitals of oxygen and manifests itself in the form of long-wave satellite at 76–77 eV.

Thus, a high sensitivity of the USXES to the type of surrounding atoms, as well as to disorder in the position of atoms proved to be very important instrument for analysis of SIPOS films.

The role of oxygen in the amorphization of SIPOS films structure can be clearly seen in Si $L_{2,3}$ spectra on Fig. 2. Si $L_{2,3}$ spectrum of a SIPOS film ($\gamma=0$) with average-sized silicon nanocrystals of about 75 nm has two maxima in the density of valence states at $E\sim92$ eV and $E\sim96.6$ eV with a minimum between them ($E\sim90.7$ eV). As the oxygen content in SIPOS films ($\gamma=0.05$ and 0.1) increases, the minimum at 90.7 eV is hardly observed while at the highest value $\gamma=0.15$ the Si $L_{2,3}$ spectrum of SIPOS film becomes similar to that of amorphous silicon $a$-Si (Fig. 2).

In addition, a more precise analysis of the Si $L_{2,3}$ spectra of SIPOS films shows that the oxygen content in SIPOS films increases, the intensity of the spectrum in the region of $E\sim94.5$ eV rises from 0.5 arb. units at $\gamma=0$ to 0.62 arb. units at $\gamma=0.15$. According to Refs. [12], the Si $3s,p$-$O$ $2p$ binding orbital is at this energy region. For this reason a rising of the number of Si–O bonds with an increase of oxygen content in the SIPOS films leads to an increase of the Si $L_{2,3}$ spectrum intensity at the energy $E\sim94.5$ eV.

This increase in the intensity is clearly observed in the difference spectra of SIPOS films with $\gamma=0.15$ and $\gamma=0$ $\Delta I(I(\gamma=0.15)–I(\gamma=0))$, shown in Fig. 2. In the difference spectra two maxima in the middle part of the valence band at $hv\sim94.0$ eV and $hv\sim90.7$ eV are observed. The first of the maxima is caused by the appearance of Si–O bonds and the second maxima – by amorphization of the SIPOS film at $\gamma=0.15$.

The mathematical simulation of the spectra shown in Fig. 2 using reference Si $L_{2,3}$ spectra of $c$-Si, $a$-Si, SiO$_{0.47}$ and SiO$_2$ allowed us to estimate the content of these phases in SIPOS films (Table 1). The simulated spectrum (solid line) as an example for a SIPOS film ($\gamma=0.1$) is shown in Fig. 2. A good agreement between the experimental (points) and simulated (solid line) spectra indicates the reliability of the simulation results given in Table 1.

As it can be seen from Table 1, the SIPOS film ($\gamma=0$) obtained without addition of nitrous oxide, contains $\sim15\%$ of amorphous silicon phase concentrated on disordered boundaries of nanocrystals with an average size of $\sim75$ nm. The introduction of oxygen into the film leads to the appearance in the SIPOS sample ($\gamma=0.05$) of a silicon suboxide phase SiO$_{0.47}$. The Si $L_{2,3}$ spectrum of this suboxide phase was first obtained in Ref. [12]. As the $\gamma$ value increases, so does the content of this suboxide phase SiO$_{0.47}$ in the samples (Table 1) without the formation of silicon dioxide SiO$_2$. The absence of SiO$_2$ dioxide in SIPOS films, even with a sufficiently high oxygen content ($\sim44$ at.$\%$) was revealed by means of XPS method in the papers [4,13].

Thus, based on the results of USXES, we propose to consider SIPOS as an amorphous -crystalline silicon matrix in which oxygen forms SiOSi$_3$ clusters corresponding to the known phase of the SiO$_{0.47}$ suboxide. The USXES data show that in SIPOS films oxygen forms of SiOSi$_3$ type clusters with silicon, where the silicon atom is surrounded by three silicon atoms and one oxygen atom.

Fig. 3 illustrates the dependence of SiOSi$_3$ type clusters (SiO$_{0.47}$ suboxide phase) content in SIPOS films as a function of the technological parameter $\gamma$ value.

3.3. Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is effectively used not only to analyze the ratio between nanocrystalline and amorphous silicon phases in the SIPOS films with different oxygen content, but also to estimate the size of silicon nanocrystals by transverse mode vibrations (TO) in the Raman spectra [11,14–16].

Fig. 4 shows experimental Raman spectra (dots) (the wavelength of exciting radiation $\lambda=532$ nm) in SIPOS films with different values of $\gamma$, together with the results of their decomposition by Gauss functions (dashed lines) into components corresponding to the crystalline, nanocrystalline and amorphous phases of silicon. The simulation results of the Raman spectra are presented as solid lines on the experimental spectra. The upper Raman spectrum belongs to a single-crystal Si substrate on which SIPOS films were deposited, and the lower Raman spectra of $a$-Si and $c$-Si [14] are given as reference spectra for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Phase composition of SIPOS films by the data of Si $L_{2,3}$ spectra simulation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample name</td>
<td>nc-Si, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPOS $\gamma=0$</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPOS $\gamma=0.05$</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPOS $\gamma=0.10$</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPOS $\gamma=0.15$</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in the lower part of the figure. The Raman spectra of lines) into crystalline, nanocrystalline and amorphous components by Gaussian functions (dashed lines). The Raman spectra of crystal silicon and an additional maximum appears at $\Delta \nu \approx 517 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, corresponding to nanocrystals with average sizes $D \approx 10\text{–}15 \text{ nm}$ and even smaller size $D \approx 5\text{–}6 \text{ nm}$, respectively. A significant increase of the peaks intensity at $\Delta \nu \approx 500 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ and $480 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ (Fig. 4) indicates at the increase in the relative contribution of nanocrystals $\approx 2\text{–}4 \text{ nm}$ ($\Delta \nu \approx 500 \text{ cm}^{-1}$) and a noticeable contribution of the amorphous phase up to about 25% ($\Delta \nu \approx 480 \text{ cm}^{-1}$).

When the oxygen content in the film increases to $\gamma = 0.1$, the contribution of large crystals disappears in the Raman spectrum, which leads to a shift of the main maximum to 517 cm$^{-1}$ and an increase in intensity at $\Delta \nu \approx 500 \text{ cm}^{-1}$. Small nanocrystals appear at $\Delta \nu \approx 517 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ ($D \approx 5 \text{ nm}$) and $\Delta \nu \approx 500 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ ($D \approx 2\text{–}4 \text{ nm}$) and the contribution of amorphous silicon increases up to ~50%.

With an increase to $\gamma = 0.15$ the contribution from the amorphous phase ($\approx 75\%$) and from nanocrystals with average size $\approx 2\text{–}4 \text{ nm}$ predominate in the Raman spectrum (Fig. 4).

Thus, the doping of polysilicon with oxygen leads to a gradual decrease of the small crystals size from several tens to several units of nanometers and a parallel increase in the content of the amorphous silicon phase. With a relatively low level of oxygen doping at $\gamma \leq 0.15$, the oxygen atoms are embedded into amorphous silicon network in the form of SiO$_3$-Si clusters and the amount of bound oxygen determines the number of these clusters corresponding to the known phase of the SiO$_{0.47}$ suboxide.

### 3.4. Electrical properties of SIPOS films

Let us consider how the changes in the phase composition and structure of semi-insulating silicon affect its electrical properties. As can be seen from Fig. 5-a, when the voltage changes from 0 V to 5 V, the I-V characteristics of SIPOS films are linear, which makes it easy to calculate the resistivity. Fig. 5-b shows the dependence of the resistivity SIPOS films on the technological parameter $\gamma$. As can be seen from Fig. 5-b, the change of N$_2$O content in the gas mixture within the range of $\gamma = 0\div 0.15$ allows to increase the resistivity of the SIPOS films by approximately two orders of magnitude. To estimate the conduction activation energy, we measured the resistance of the films as a function of temperature in the range of 295–500 K.

Table 2 represents the ratio of crystalline and amorphous silicon phases in SIPOS films by Raman spectroscopy data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample name</th>
<th>n-Si, %</th>
<th>$\alpha$-Si, %</th>
<th>Si nanocrystals average size, nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIPOS $\gamma = 0$</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5–6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPOS $\gamma = 0.05$</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5–6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPOS $\gamma = 0.1$</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5–6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPOS $\gamma = 0.15$</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>2–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5–6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
obtained for different values of $\gamma$ within the indicated temperature range. Based on the above presented dependences, it is seen that the incorporation of oxygen into the film does not only lead to an increase in its resistance, but also to that in the activation energy of conductivity.

For a SIPOS film obtained without adding nitrous oxide the linear dependence $\ln(\sigma)(1/T)$ has a slope, which determines the activation energy of conductivity equal to $0.56 \pm 0.55$ eV, corresponding to silicon. The appearance of oxygen in the SIPOS film at $\gamma = 0.05$ causes an increase in resistance (Fig. 6), but has little effect on the magnitude of the activation energy. However, a further increase in the content of bound oxygen in SIPOS layers obtained at $\gamma = 0.1$ leads to a slight decrease in the slope angle in the temperature dependence $\ln(\sigma)(1/T)$ at low temperatures ($T \leq 385$ K, Fig. 6).

At the maximum oxygen concentration (value of $\gamma = 0.15$) in the low-temperature range $\ln(1/T)$ curve (Fig. 6) of the SIPOS film, a region with a lower activation energy is clearly detected. However, according to the data from literature [4,5,8,17], in order to objectively estimate the activation energy in this region, it is necessary to cool the samples down to $\sim 150$ K. In addition, the magnitude of the activation energy of conductivity in this region depends on the oxygen content in the film and is due to the formation of an impurity subband [3]. In the high-temperature range (at $T \geq 385$ K) for the dependence $\ln(1/T)$ of SIPOS film ($\gamma = 0.15$) the slope and the activation energy value increase to $0.63$ eV (Fig. 6). The increase in the activation energy can be explained by the formation of a SiO$_{0.47}$ suboxide phase in the form of SiOSi$_3$ clusters with a band gap exceeding the corresponding silicon value. A similar increase in the activation energy of conductivity in the temperature range ($T > 300$ K) with that in the oxygen content in the film was observed in the works [8,17].

4. Conclusions

The complex investigations by means of three independent methods XRD, Ultrasoft X-ray Emission Spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy are shown, that the SIPOS layers obtained by means of LP CVD method at temperature 625 °C and SiH$_4$ silane rate 8 l/h with the addition of N$_2$O as an oxygen source at different values of $\gamma = N_2O/SiH_4 = 0:0.15$ have a compound phase composition consisting of silicon nanocrystals, embedded in the amorphous matrix of silicon and silicon-oxygen clusters.

An increase in the oxygen content in the SIPOS layers to a maximum value at $\gamma = 0.15$ leads to a decrease of nanocrystals size from $\sim 75$ nm (at $\gamma = 0$) to 2–5 nm (at $\gamma = 0.15$) immersed in an amorphous silicon matrix.

Oxygen in the amorphous silicon matrix is present in the bound form of silicon-oxygen SiOSi$_3$ type clusters corresponding to the known phase of the SiO$_{0.47}$ suboxide without the formation of SiO$_2$ dioxide.

These nonlinear qualitative and quantitative changes in the atomic and electron structure of the SIPOS layers caused by the bound oxygen result in a higher resistivity of the films by two orders of magnitude and increase the activation energy of conductivity as compared to silicon at temperatures above room temperature.
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